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.Report on problems arising from the. transit of goods to or from the 
Community through certain non-member countries. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. As its meeting of 12 June 1978 and against a background of discussions 
on the introduction of a road tax in Austria, the Council (!Ministers of 
Transport) adopted a statement covering, inter alia, the br~ader question 
of transit through non-member countries. The Council took note "that the 
Commission will follow up, from the point of view of transit and in accord-
ance with Community legislation and 'policy trends.,
1 
in the field of infra-
structure and market organization, the basic problems which arise in 
relation to other third countries too, will. contribute to develop~ng 
satisfactory solutions at the European level and will report back to. the 
Council on possible action to b~· taken by the Community." 
2. The fact that the European Parliament has repeatedly discussed the 
problems arising out of transit through Austria and Switzerland highlights 
their political importance. In a report of 2 February 1976 (the Giraud 
1 Report) Parliament stressed community interests in the.transport sector 
and calied for joint efforts to remedy the inadequacies of transit infra-
2 
structures. In its report. of 5 January 1979 (the Seefeld Report) on the 
status and development of the common transport policy, Parliament emphasized 
the need to improve transit through Austria and Switzerland. Transit 
problems have also frequently prompted questions- in Parliament, most 
3 
· recently at the part-session of 24 ·September 1979. "The debate on the 
subject showed that all political groups were unanimous_ about the need' to 
improve transport through the Alps a.nd to cooperate closely with the 
countries of transit. 
•. I 
1. Doe. 500/75. 
2. Doe. 512/78. 
,. 
3. See Annex III. 
·.! 
2' 
' J. It is in the light of the Council st~tement quoted in paragraph.l, and 
in view of Parliament's concern, that the Commission has drafted this report. 
It reviews the Community ts problems with transit tht:ough non-member countries, 
partic~larly Austria~ Switzerland and Yugoslavia, and then outlines ways of 
tackling them, for they are ever-~rowi.ng and demand proper solutions. 
4. Depending on whet~er one regards it from the legal, customs or trans-
port point of vte'tv, the term "transit" takes on differ'ent me.anings. We must 
therefore define the term. For t~e purposes of this report "transit" will 
be used solely to denote the process of ~ransporting, i.e. purely ahd 
simply the crossing of a given territory by vehicles using the transpor~ 
infrastructure of that territory without loading or unloading goods. 
5. Taking _this definition asthe starting point, and concentrating on 
essentials, we must also specify the scope and application of this report: 
5.1 It examines only problems. arising in road and rail transit& Inland 
.. waterway transport through non-member countries is at present of secondary 
importance. It will take on a new dimension once the Main-Danube link is 
completed but is hardly likely to replace road haulage, because the' two 
modes are very different, as· are the destinations and volumes of the 
traffic concerned. 
• 
5.2 Although "transit" as defined above could be used to cover passenger 
as well as goods transport, it was decided that this report should concen-
·trate entirely on goods. It is true that passenger transport, particularly 
at the height of the tourist season, contributes greatly to saturating road 
infrastructure in transit countries, but the ~uthorities in them neither 
take special steps to limit the number of cars passing through their 
territory nor do they impose any special charge. Where private cars are 
concerned, the main problem is with the infrastructure. We should also 
"4 
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point out that the railways of one Member State cannot cope with peak 
traffic, and that this often causes severe congestion in rail freight. 
traffic in the neighbouring non-member countries. 
With particular regard to road passenger transport by coach and bus,. the 
Community recently concluded negotiations with non-Community members 
1 
of the ECMT with a view to signing an Agreement to liberalize occasional 
services, including related transit formalities. 
5.3 Although routes to areas such as Scandinavia, the Iberian peninsula, 
North Africa, etc., should not be overlooked, t~ere seems to be some 
justification for limiting the geographical scope of this report to 
transit traffic through Switzerland, Austria and Yugoslavia. Austria 
and Switzerland are already used-by a not-insignificant proportion of 
intra-Community traffic with Italy. Now that Greece has become a 
m<•mbcr, Yugoslavia has in its turn unavoidably become a country of 
transit for overland traffic between the Community and the new Member 
State. The increase in trade between Greece and its Community partners 
resulting from accession must not be hampered by the non-Community 
countrfes taking unilateral measures to limit transit traffic through 
their territory. The Community must therefore ensure that any measures 
it takes to facilitate ·intra-Community transport are not cancelled out 
by transit restrictions imposed by non-Community countries. Consequently 
the Commission sent to the Council in April.last rear a paper·on relations 
with Austria in the transport sector (2) ·and, more recenHy., drew .up a 
Recommandation for a·council DecisiQn on the opening of negoGiations 
between the European Economic Community and the Republic of Aust~ia on 
transport matters (3). Also, given the topography of the area, traffic 
in the Alps is funnelled through a limited number of routes, which makes 
for saturation and congestion. In this region transit problems are 
1. European Cnnference of Ministers of Transport 
2. COM(80)86 final of 11.4.1980. 
3. Doe. COM (81) 139 fin. 
• 
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therefore more acute than elsewhere. ~ecause the problem :ts so s.erious, · 
Aus~ria has introduced a road tax; _Switzerland is consiqerin~ following 
her example and is to hold a r~ferendum on the subject; Yugoslavia 
levies a transit tax. , 
6. Transit problems_a-r:e also being studied in other interna.tional 
forums: e.g. the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT), 
which recently completed a preliminary analysis of the situation, and 
the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) for which a Working Party of 
its Inland Transport Committee has drafted a report on certain key 
aspects of transit traffic. 
' ' 
The Commission had a hand in the drafting of the ECMT report and is 
participating in the Conference's further work. 
7. The Community, as an economic entity, must make its own contribution 
towards solving these problems by taking whatever measures are called 
.:-, 
for at'Community level and promoting the implementation of appropriate 
measures at European level. Th~ Crimmunity must not in ,the process lose 
sight of its own specific interests regarding common transport policy, 
commercial policy and external relations. 
8. This report therefore: 
{a) analyses the transit situation, particularly in the Alps; 
{b) sets out the re~evant objectives; .and 
(c) states the ways and means of achieving them. 
' . 
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II. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSIT SITUATION 
A; Major routes 
9. Intra-Community traffic which has to cross non-member countries is 
funnelled through two main routes, one between !taly and the Member 
States north of the Alps, the other between Greece and the other 
Member States, in particular those north of the Alps. 
In addition to intra~Community traffic, the traffic to Italy and 
Greece includes that bound for other Mediterranean countries and for 
the countries beyond the Suez Canal. 
The only available statistics on the volume of transit traffic through 
non-member countries arising from intra-Community trade are fragmentary 
and relate only to a few routes (see statistical annex). However, in 
general and apart from some rare exceptions such as the Brenner, lorries 
in simple international trar'.dt represent only a very minor part of the 
total road traffic. 
ll . 
9.1. Lines of communication between Italy and the Member States north 
of the Alps fall into three sets geographically; western, over the 
Franco-Italian border; central, via Switzerland; and eastern, 
through Austria. 
9.1.1 In 1978 total ~oad and rail traffic via all three was 44.6 million 
tonnes, of which 17.1 million tonnes (38%) crossed th~ French•Italian 
border, 9.2 million tonnes (21%) crossed Switzerland and the other 
18.3 million tonnes (41%) pass.ed through Austria. 
In 1970 traffic totalled 26.8 million tonnes, of which 31% crossed the 
Franco-Italian border, 39% went via Switzerland·and 30% was routed 
through Austria. Traffic therefore increased b~ 66% between 1970 and 
1978. But although road transport rose by 140~ (and by as much as 
350% on the Austrian transit routes), rail traffic increased by only 
14% (practically unchanged, on the Swiss and Austrian railways; 
increa~e on the lines between France and Italy). 
68% 
• 
• 6 .. 
9.2.2. These figures show the big increase in road freight ~ on the 
Brenner route in eight years it has more than trebled - and_no change 
in r~il freight levels throu~h Switzerland and Austria; ·rail traffic 
on the Swiss routes is now eq~alled - even surpas,sed .. by that across 
the Franco-Italian border. 
Switzerland has lost its traditional leading position in total-traffic 
terms (road plus rail) as well as in rail freight, where it was previously 
well ahead. 
In other w.ords, the ever-increasing swing towards road transport has 
resulted in traffic across the Alps bypassing Switzerland - via Austria 
in particular. 
10. 1. In 1978 total traffic between Greece and the Community stood 
• at 6.2 million tonnes, appro~imately 5 million tonnes by sea and 1.2 
million tonnes, by land; 83% of the latter by road. Of the tot a 1 
overland .traffic 83t _went through Yugoslavia, the rest via al~ernative 
routes through Bulgaria and Hungary. All traffic from Greece to the 
MelJiber States north of the Alps has- to pass through Aus'tria. 
' I 
10.2. Approximately half of the seaborne freight goes via Italian 
ports. The rest passes chiefly through Dutch, French, British and 
Belgian ports. The Belgian and Dutch ports combined easily take second 
place behind the Italian ports. 
10.3. Although no statistics are available for transport of goods 
(chiefly roll-on/roll-off) between Greece and Italy to and from 
countries north of the Alps, eatimates suggest that traffic volume is 
·modest • 
. 10.4. These figures clearly illustrate the fundamental importance 
of maritime transport to Greek trade with both the Mediterranean and 
Atlantic countries of the Community (see al~o paragraph 25). 
•• i 
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11.1. One immediate conclusion is that Austria· is th~ gateway for 
road transport to and from Italy and Greece. Yugoslavia also occupies 
a key position for both ~ail and road freight to and from Greece •. The 
sea links between Greece and Italian ports provide an alternative to 
transit by road across Yugoslavia, but transit through Austria by rail 
or by road is still necessary - as with the alternative transit route 
via Bulgaria and Hungary. 
Although Switzerland is still very ~mportant to rail commun~cations 
with Italy, it has lost its traditional leading position b9th in 
absolute and in relative terms. 
12.1. Carriage of goods by road in transit through Austria or 
Yugoslavia in vehicles registered in a Member State is subject to a 
quota system. The number of transit authorizations is fixed by 
bilateral agreements. Transport operations under the Community quota 
system are deducted from the number of authorizations granted under 
bilateral agreements between the Member States of the European Community 
and Austria and Yugoslavia. Where the ECMT quota is concerned, Austria 
limits the number of its transit authorizations granted to each ECMT 
member to the number of ECMT authorizations allocated to it. 
12.2. Transit through Switzerland by vehicles registered in Community 
countries is generally unrestricted as long as they comply with the 
weight and size limits. The movemen~ of Swiss, Austrian and Yugoslav 
vehicles in the Community are subject to quotas fixed bilaterally. 
13. There is close cooperation between the railways of the countries 
concerned; in principle rail transit is unrestricted, but there are 
practical limits to expansion because of the inadequate capacity of 
certain rail systems. 
• 
• 
• 
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B. Transit and international trade 
14. National economies depend increasingly on international trade for 
supplies and for outlets for their products. This means that in 
differirtg degrees every country is by turns.one that generates and 
one thac hosts transit traffic. 
Whether nationals of generating or host countries, carriers provide 
services in neighbouring countries and therefore use their transport 
infrast_fuc~ure. For instance, in 1977 Austrian road hauliers licensed 
for long-distance national, and international, transport operations 
performed approximately 60% of all their services on non-Austrian roads. 
Given their geographical position,_ Austria and Switzerland, which 
regard themselves· as co_untries of, transit but are landlocked, 
necessarily depend on international (particularly overseas) trade on 
transit routes through neighbouring countries. A close interdependence 
has therefore been established between countries of transit an~-those 
generatiQg transit traffic. This is one argument in favour of seeking 
a multilateral method of tackling the problems which affect international 
traffic, particularly as any di-fficulties created by a country of 
. 
transit can easily be turned against it (retaliation). Any solution 
, 
should recognize the interests of transiting countries and countries- of 
transit, on the one hand, and those of u~ers, on the other. Such 
solutions should form part of ·a transport system within which each 
mode of transport is able to develop in accordance with its specific 
advantages • 
. . 
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C. Conseque~ces of the increase in transit traffic for countries of 
t::ransi.t 
15. Transit traffic cannot help using the transport infrastructure of 
the country transited and so contributing to the wear and tear on it and 
adding to the nuisances caused by traffic. in general. In road haulage 
the nuisances are particularly marked on transit routes that are saturated 
at certain times of the year. Apparently the transited country gains no 
direct benefit from this ~l:'tffic .' ' 
This is because speeds are now such as to preclud-e t·he need to stop 
except for the crew'a rest p~riods required by the relevant social 
legislation. No money is spent in the transited country except, in some 
instances, on fuel. Rail traffic, in contrast, is a source of income for 
-the railways of the transited country, for they cba,rge for the services 
they provide; and there are. no nuisances on the scale of those caused 
r 
by road transport • 
15.1. The increas-e in heavy vehicle transit traffic not only contributes 
to the deterioration o·t infrastructures ·but als·o aggravates congestion. 
By causing delays, congestion adversely affects. those tra~sport operations 
that directly benefit the national economy -of the transited country; the 
.nccease in traffic density also has a direct effect on the number of 
ace idents involving the trans ited country's c-itizens and vehicles. 
15.2. For instance, between 1970 and 1975 the average increase in traffic 
on Austrian roads was 2.8%; on the •'Castarbeiterr-outeu - i.e. the link 
petween NW and SE Europe .it was' 68%. It is estimated that on working 
days there is on average one heavy vehicle on the road for every three 
cars. On average, 327o of all accidents on Austrian roads occur on the 
''Gastarbeiterroute". On days when traffic is dense, it can be 50%. 
15.3. Furthermore, traffic jams - inevitable in view of the present 
state o~ the roads and the fact that improvements always lag behind 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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traffic volume -both increase energy·consumption and degrade the 
environment (air pollution and noise) •. Tourist regions suffer the 
unmitigated effects of this, and the inhabitants of the areas concerned • 
who are disturbed by the present situation - have expressed their 
dissatisfaction in no uncertain terms. They are putting pressure on. 
the competent authorities to take steps to divert heavy transit tr~ffic. 
15.4. Whilst the road infrastructure of some countries is reaching 
saturation point, there is spare capacity availab"le for transit traffic 
on some railway lines in the transited countries. The transfer of·road 
traffic to railways would benefit countries of transit in several ways -
their ranways would obtain paying business which would give them better ' 
operating re·sults, and road congestion would be' relieved. In view of 
the large trans~t tonnage carried, for instance by Austrian roads, an 
~ 
equ~lly large volume of traffic would have to be transferred to the 
railways to bring real relief to the roads •. And the ability of th~ 
railways of some transit countries to absorb much extra traffic is 
disputed. Nevertheless, as no means of improving the situation should 
be ignored·, the governments involved. should seriously consider 
possibilities for remedying any shortcomings. in- the railways • 
.. 11 -
D. 'Measures taken by countries of transi~ (or open to them) to deal 
with the inconvenience and hazards of transit traffic 
16. The inconvenience and hazards due to transit craffic arise chiefly 
from the carriage of goods by road, and the steps taken by, or open to, 
countries of transit to deal with them fall into two major classes: 
those which result in improved flow of road traffic, and so tend to 
promote transit by road, and those which have the effect of restraining 
the growth of transit traffic~ or.even reducing it. 
' 
· 17. Countries of transit may unilateraly take certain steps to aid the 
I 
movement of vehicles - primarily by building major transit roads and 
·improving existing ones. Infrastructure projects, however, have long 
lead-times and may be beyond the means of those countries. Other 
steps, requiring no great expenditure by the states in question, would 
bring immediate benefit. Two such possible steps are: improved 
organization of frontier checks and an increase in the payload of 
lorries i'n order to reduc~ the number of them on the roads. 
18. Countries of t_ransit are able to take a broad spectrum of measures 
to restrict transit traffic. Quotas are one such system and are already 
common. Agreements between two states place an upper limit on the 
number of vehicles from the contracting parties permitted to transit 
the territory of each. 
';, 
'· 
• 
• 
• 
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18.1. This system may or may not be combined with unilateral measures 
such as: 
(a) a tax on transit operations including ones performed by foreign 
·vehicles, wear and- tear on the road infrastructure; 
(b) _a legal limit on the.weight and size of road vehicles (Switzerland 
will-not admit vehicles gros~ing more than 28 tonnes, there are 
even tighter restrictions on some sections- of the Swiss road networkf 
(c) a ban on movements at night or at weekends (in Austria and Switzerland; 
'in Germany a·nd Franee, too, at certain times of the year). 
18.2. ·These negative measures are .the ones most often taken by countries 
of-transit. 
19. Unilateral action by a country of transit may, of course, prompt 
- "transiting" countries to take reprisals. The road tax levied by Austria 
since 1· July 1918 has resulted in several countries whose vehicles pass 
through Austria deciding to penalize Austrian·vehicles using their 
territory. Proliferation of restrictive meausres, followed by reprisals, 
creates a climate which is not conducive to the growth of international 
trade, from which ultimately all the countries concerned suffer. 
E. Interests of the ".transiting" .countries 
20 .. The primary concern of "transiting" countries is simply to prevent 
their trade being subject to obs'tacles of whatever kind. What matters 
to them is to see their international transport operations carried out 
under flexible arrangements and to be able to perform them in any 
circumstances along the most conv~nient a~d economical routes. While 
th~ "transiting" countries_ must be prepared to take a.ccount of the 
legitimate interest of countries of transit, the latter, for their part 
/ 
must do everything possible for trade flows to be kept on the natural 
routPR, ThiR iR particularly important because of the enlargement 
.. r 111 .. CuttHmtulr y to tnclutle Greece, owing to the outlying position 
0f this country, some of whose overland trade with its partners in 
th~ Cmmnunlty will have to pass across non-member countries. Close 
economic links have also been forged between the Community and Turkey. 
AI 
• 
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III. GOALS WITH REGARD TO TRANSI~T.~,; __...W~A;..:;Y~S_O;;;.;F;...,...;;.;A~C.;;,oH,;;;.;IE;;;..V;..;;I_N;..:;;G_,TH=EM ... 
21.1. The spec'tacular increase in road traffic and the inability of 
ce~tain road~ to absorb this traffic have resulted i~ traffic jams at' 
?everal points, which constitute real bottlenecks, mainly in the alpine 
regions. 
The resulting delays give rise 'to a considerable waste of time and 
energy and affect the flow of external trade. 
The ~ly solution is to remove these bottlenecks and promote the 
deve lopmen.t of other transport modes or technologies. Joint act ion in 
several ar~as may help to overcome the present difficulties 
21.2. A sat.isfactory solution to the problem of transit .through non-
Community countries can only be reached by pursuing the following aims: 
(a) it must b_e possible for transport operations to be performed as 
freely ·as possible and in a manner enabling international trade to 
be conducted at least cost -to society at large, taking into account 
road safety and environmental prot.ection; 
(b) the gradual removal of administrative and technical res.trictions on 
transit traffic; 
(c) to find ways of achieving a better balanced traffic distribution 
geographically, taking account of the complementarity of the 
different modes of transport (combined transport, roll-on/roll-off)J 
(d) consultation on projects relating to transit routes and, where 
'necessary, attempts under existing or proposed financial arrange-
ments to find ways of making a fair contribution to the cost of· 
projects of commonAinterest; 
(e) to use similar methods of infrastructure charging, avoiding double 
charging. 
- 15 - . ' 
21.3. In order to a.chieve these objectives and fimi ~rolutions: acceptable 
to. noa-nu!m&er countries-, the COIJI:!Wnity must settle a number of 1118tte.rs 
s-,till outstanding, in relation to the common transport policy so that it 
can take a consistent line both in bilateral negotiations with those 
countries and in the international organization which deal with these 
problems, 
22. These goals relate to the fields outlined below. 
23. Infrastructure 
23.1. The rise in international trade and the increase in private travel, 
with the resultant heavy financial burden on the St~tes which build 'and 
maintain trunk routes, have shown the need for solutions to the problem 
arising from major transit routes. Cooperation with a view to ·finding 
solution. is as necessary when these routes pass through the alpine 
regions where very dense traffic is concentrated in narrow corridors, 
making building and maintenance particularly expensive, as it is when 
these routes pass through Yugoslavia where the capacity of the infra-
structure is well below the demand from transit traffic. 
23.2.1. A prerequisite fot such solutions is a thoro~gh knowledge of 
the r-e_qu.irements in teTIR8 of infrastructure, implying: 
(a) the preparation of an inventory of bottlenecks on transit ~outes; 
(b) forward studies of transport needs on these ,routes. 
23.2.2. As requested by the Council, the CQR~Jllission has reported on 
1 
, bottlenecks in transport infrastructure. The report deals with 
major routes of Community interest; it can be supplementeq later ~y 
a review of the bottleneck situation in countries of transit •. 
1. COM (80) 323 final, 20.6.1910. 
• 
t a p t I , 4 
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23.2.3. Regarding future transport demand, the forward study of goods 
transport needs (completed in 1978) provides useful data on traffic flow 
between the Community and non-member countries. This study has been 
combined with the results of COST 33 (Forward study of passenger transport 
between large conurbations) and will be continued in 1981 by the 
application of the forecasts to a specific network. The results will 
need to be checked for compatibility with those of studies carried out 
in the countries of transit. 
23.3.1. The widest possible consultation and coordination on transit 
infrastructure development programmes can help to solve existing problems 
and expe?ite the removed of bottlenecks. In this connection the Decision 
of 20-February '1978 instituting a consultation procedure and setting up 
a Committee on Transport Infrastr_ucture. is a good starting point. 
Projects.about which the Committee may consult include "projects of a 
; ' 
Member State having a significant effect on ·traffic between Member States 
• or with third countries". At the request of the Commission the Committee 
will also carrr out "an examination of any question concerning the 
,development of a transport network of interest to the Community". Since 
tnere is no question of extending the Committee's remit to projects and 
programmes to be carried out in third countries, consideration should 
~.:··· __ .... 
• 
be given to ways in which liasion with the Austrian, Swiss and Yugoslav 
author~ties relating to transport infrastructure could be devel~ped for 
the purpose of the exchange of information, and possible cooperation. 
In this connection, mention should be made of.the amendment to the 
Commission's proposal to the Council on suppor.t for projects of Community 
interest in transport infrastructure with a view to extending the 
. 1 
measures ·in question to projects in non-Community countries. 
21.3.2. Action as outlined above will identify those projects which are 
. ~ potential benefit to all parties concerned and which may warrant 'a 
r.~.nmunity contribution to their financing, possibly supp1.emented by ElB 
OJ No. C89, 10.4.1980, 
• -lffiW 
) 
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23.4.1. Austria has embarked upon a major project with the building of 
/the "Innkrei s-Pyrhnautobahn" UNPA). What made it worth-while to build 
this motorway, which will become a .section of tti.e main road link with 
south-east-ern Europe, was the saturation of the .,Gastarbeiterroute" at 
I 
·certain times of the year. 
23.4.2. The Austrian Government has asked for financial support from the 
Community to enable it to expedite the completion of the INPA. Without 
financiat support from the Community it is likely that Austria will delay 
the completion of this road link and spend its money on building 
infrastructure which does more to serve its national interests. The 
Commission has sent a communication on this subject to the Council (1).· 
The Commission recently sent to the Council a Recommendation for a Decision 
on the opening ot negotiations with Austria on transport matters <2>. 
23.5. Progress could be made towards a solution to the present problems 
of transit traffic through certain non-member countries if the Coun~il 
were to adopt without delay the amended proposal for a regulation on 
support for transport infrastructure projects of Community interest (3). 
This would be a way of contributing towards the cost of transport 
. infrastructure of Community interest even when it is located in the 
terrjtory of non-member countries. 
24.1. Organization of markets 
24.1.1. In its communication to the Council of October 1973 (which, in 
essentials, was approved by Parliament and the Economic and Social 
Committee) the Community set out the main lines of what needs to be done, 
within a Community transport system, about common organization of 
transport markets. 
24.1.2. Further particulars,were given in the Commission communication of 
October 1975 which proposed to the Council m.easures designed to institute 
step by step a form of market organizaHon working es.sentially on a 
market-economy basis while taking· ,account of the social requirements of 
society at large. 
( 1.) Doe. CQrt<80) 86 final, 11.4.1;980 
(2) COM (81) 139 final 
(3) OJ No. C 89, 10.4.1980 
.1. 
• 
• 
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24.1.3. As part of this organization of the market the Community .has 
grad~ally i)een easing - sometimes entirely removing.- restrictions on 
access to th~ market, and hence on competition in road haulage between 
Member States. In order to do this, i_t is introducing and gradually 
" 
extending the Community quota and, at the same time, abolishing 
quantitative restrictions on some of the types of transport service 
listed in the first Council Directive of 1962, which has been amended 
several times. 
Transport oprations covered by a Community authorisation and operations 
carried out under the terms of the First Directive fransit freely through 
Member States. Other transport operations, however, remain subject ~o 
bilateral quota arrangements for transit through cert~in Member States. 
The position with regard to non•member countries would be stronger if 
there were already a general freedom of transit for Community transporters 
passing through Member States. 
These measures, though they have enabled road hauliers - a.s regards 
integration - to improve the organization of their services at Community 
level, cannot be fully effective over routes between Member States 
entailing transit. via a non-Community country which applies restrictions 
like those mentioned in p·aragraph 18 above. 
In the interests of the smooth flow of trade between Member States and in 
-order that all trade may benefit from the progress of the common transport 
policy, the Community should negotiate freedom of passa&e· for traffic 
between Member States with non-Community countries of t~ansit - provided 
such traffic is covered by a Community authorizaLi?n or fulfils the 
con~tions of the first Directive of 1962. 
24.2. Combined transport techniques such as road/rail and cbntaineriza-
t i1"ln, which are intermodal by nature, offer economic belefits. f')·" long-
haul 'lperatic-·ntf: they can reduce road traffic, enhance road sc&fE:ty, bring· 
fresh traffic to the railways, ana provide benefits to road hauliers and, 
users in terms of regularity and speed over long- d istanc,_a. But these 
Lt•chn iques also require close cooperation between modes in investment 
and management. 
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24~2.2. The authorities can foster the development of combined transpqrt 
' f.n certain positive ways, though without distroting the conditions of 
competition: 
(a) In 1975 the Community adopted a Directive (amended in 1978) which 
laid down common rules for certain rail/road goods transport operations 
" 1 between Member States; these rules have been beneficial. 
(b) On 26 March 1981 the Community adopted a decision on the opening of 
negotiations between the European Economic Community and non-member• 
countries concerning the setting up of common rules applicable to -
certain combined road/rail traffic. The negotiations will start in the 
se·eand half of 1981 • 
(c) The Commission recently acted again to promote combined transport~ it 
put up: 
' (i) a proposal for a Directive on certain measures designed to promote 
the development of c-ombined transport; 
(ii) a proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC)'No. 1107/70 
with a view to supplementing the system for the granting of aids 
for transport by rail, road and inland waterway by the addition 
o·f provisions on combined transport. 
All these steps are intended to relieve congestion on major road routes and 
therefore relate also to transit via certain third countries (Switzerland, 
Austria and Yugoslavia). 
Reference should also be made at this point to the Resolution adopted by 
the .Council of Ministers of th~ ECMT on 12 December 1978C2~nd recently on 
27 November 198o<3talling on Governments to take steps to promote combined 
transport techniques on appropriate routes. 
24.2.3. The Swiss railways, with government support have opted whole-
heartedly to develop road/rail transit thrvugh their country. The rail 
network is being modified accordingly and terminals have been, or are about 
to be, built. Switzerland seems determined - despite ~mp~ovements to its 
road network - to maintaLn its ban on the movement of road vehicles 
exceeding 28 tonnes gross weight. In exchange Switzerland will provide 
t•xtensive facilities for 38/44 tonne lorries to be carried by raid' 
· conomically from north to south and VLCe versa. 
See the Re~ort on the application of the Counc-il Directive of 17.2.1975 (Doe. COM(77)672 final). . 
I ; 
2 Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the ECMT of 12.12.1978 (Doe. COM(78)30 revised). 
3. Resol:.1tioc of the Council of Ministers of the ECMT of 27.11.1980. • 
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Italy, for its part, is widening the Brenner line to take wagons used for 
rail/road transport. 
25. Sea Transport 
25.1. Sea transport is already an alternative to land transport over the 
main transalpine transit routes, particularly between Greece and the 
Member States north of the Alps. Cargoes consisted chiefly of bulk goods, 
particularly oil and oil products, but also of general goods where sea is 
a viable alternative to land transport. 
25.2.- A large proportion of this traffic is between Italy and Greece and 
a the ports of the Atlantic seaboard. Some of the trade with Greece is 
shipped from Greece to ports in the Northern Adriatic, and is sent the 
rest of the way by 1and. This relieves the transit routes through 
.... ,.., __ -~...----
• 
• Yugoslavia, but there is no way of avoiding Austria or Switzerland. 
25.3. Sea transport competes with land transport, particularly with rail. 
c~re should be taken, therefore, to prevent national or Community measures 
distorting this competition. Incentives should be given for the use of 
sea tr~nsport, however, where this would help to relieve congested over-
land routes; thought must be given to what measures, if any, are 
necessary. Particular consideration mus~ be given to roll-on/roll-off 
transport . 
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26. Infr~structure charging 
26.1. Proper allocation of the cost of infrastructure use to the various 
' 
modes is one of the fundamental elements of a transport policy. The 
introductiqn of a system for allocating costs and charging for the use of 
infrastructure, as an integral part of the common transport policy, has 
been an aim since the 1960s. 
26~2. There are many problems in developing and bringing in such a system -
both technical/economic, fiscal and political. Technical/economic problems 
include methods. of calculation, allocation criteria and the variation in 
costs between regions. Fiscal and political problems include the use of 
revenue, the extent of coverage of costs by taxes, the principle of 
charging according to nationality or territoriality, and the need to avoid 
double taxation. 
26.3. Despite these problems the Community passed an important milestone 
' ' 
in the road-transport field in June 1978 when the Council agreed· in 
principle to the proposal for modifying'taxes on commercial vehicles. In 
view of the reservation expressed by one Member State, however, the 
directive has not yet been formally adopted. This direc~ive needs to be 
adopted without delay if we are to have arrangements, at the European 
level, covering the EEC and non-member countries of transit mentioned in 
this report. 
26.4. Some of the principles enshrined in the directive relate particularly 
to internatLonal transport an4 hence, to trans~t. The directive relates 
firstly to heavy goods vehicles, laying down that they must, through fuel 
duty and vehicle taxes, cover at least the marginal costs of road use due 
to them; common methods are used for calculation. Secondly, taxation is 
to be on a national basis, since there is broad balance in distance 
covered by vehicles in Member States other than that of registration. 
Taxes on vehicles &re paid only in the country of reg~stration but on the 
basis of the total distance covered by the vehicle, including th~t cvv~LeJ 
in other countries. Taxes on fuels.a~e,obviously, paid in the country 
where the fuel is taken on. Inside the EEC the principle. of mutual tax 
exemption, which is already applied in practice, will become the leg~l 
rule. 
• 
• 
• 
. .. 
26.5. This principle had already become the rule between most European 
' 
countries in the 1960s and 1970s. But the unilateral introduction by 
Austria of its road tax in July 1978 broke with the trend and set a 
prec;edent which might be followed b?' Switzerland if plans now afoot should 
materialize. The_Austrian tax, and the Swiss plans for one, are based on 
the principle of 'territorial' taxation, while Yugoslavia applies a road 
transit tax. 
26.6. Co-existence of the two.systems carries w~th it an obvious risk of 
~ 
doubl~· taxation. In order to avoid this the directive referred to above 
t 
permits Member States to grant reductions on vehicle taxes paid i.n the 
countries of registration to the extent that they a~e subject 'to taxes of 
the same kind in third countries and &ro rata the tim~ spent in these 
.countries. The possibility that vehicles (rom these third countries may 
·pay a tax inside the EEC is also not precluded, for one Member State 
reintroduced taxes on Austrial vehicles when Austr'ia introduced its own 
taxes. While justified, ~uch 'reprisals' or steps to ensure equality of 
treatment, would require administrative c-hecks, hold-ups at frontiers etc., 
without tn most cases ~ny corresponding benefits.~ Any international 
solution should, consequently, endeavour to retain the principle of national 
taxation unless its effects accentuate imbalance· between countries. Take 
' 
the P.xample of Austria: if the use of foreign roads by Austrian vehicles 
approximately equalled the use of the Austrian infrastructur~ by foreign 
vehicles, aud i.f the Austrian road tax was based on similar· castings, it 
would be possible not to impose a tax on foreign vehicles in the country 
concer~ed without prejudice to 
' ~,: 
the principle of coverage of infrastructure 
costs. It follows from this argument that, conversely, if the volume of 
' . 
traffic generated in Austria by non-Austrian vehicl~s was proportionately 
. 
much greater, 'national' taxation would not-on its own be sufficient and a 
specific compensatory mechanism would be needed. 
26. 7. An ~d-hoc working party set up by the ECMT is now trying to devise 
• •et a mechanism, but it is quite possible that a solution covering the 
whoi.e of Europ.e may be slow to emerge; it may be necessary l=O ~eek a less 
extensive agreement, e.g. w~~h,Austria, Swit~erland and Yugoslavia, because 
these are outstandingly the countries of transit for the enlarged Community. 
, 
.. 
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26.8. The problem her€ relates chiefly to the following points: 
(a) the need for carriers to pay the ittfrastructUTe cost·s -attributable to 
them; 
{b) calculation o~ any major discrepancies in revenue between countries; 
(c) on the pasis .of this calculation, a mechanism for the transfer of 
resources between 'count~ies, where necessary. 
The principles and methods for effecting any such transfer will have 
to be examined in greater detail and may then g.ive rise to negotia-
tions between the Community and the non-member countries concerned. 
·27. Weights and dimensions of vehicles 
There is a direct relationship between vehicle types, the varying damage 
they cause to roads and, consequently, the amount of tax paid on them, in 
order that infrastructure costs may be properly allocated. The Community 
Regulation on the weights and dimensions of commercial vehicles, whi~h is 
now before the Council, would lay down the types of vehicles permitted on 
the entire Community road network. The benefit of this Regulation would 
be reduced considerably if non-member States, through which traffic between 
certain Member States has to pass, retained substantially different rules, 
as is the casein Switzerland at present. 
28. Working conditions in road transport 
S::1·ict enforcement of rules on the working conditions of road vehicle crews 
W11uld not only reduce road accidents, in countries of transit or elsewhere, 
bt1t also tend to harmbnize conditions of competition between modes and so 
pcomote a modal split based on modal characteristics. The provisions of 
the AETR Agreement are currently being aligned with those of the Connnunity 
social Regulation No. 543/69. Once this is done there will be a uniform 
system, which would even extend to means of control, throughout the 
Conmmni ty and in countries of transit. The countries concernt..i would then 
itave ,to ensure that social regulations were strictly applied• irrespective 
yf nationality. 
.. 
• 
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29. Establishing rail tariffs 
For ~ertaln rail services, rates are still arrived at by merely adding up 
the domestic rates .~harged on the various networks. The railways should 
be persuaded to do more to meet the needs of international trade applying 
generally a system of through international tariffs in accordance with the 
rules which govern a market based on healthy competition. The railways 
must .have considerable latitude to set their own rates. 
The Commission has submitted to the Council a proposal to give the railways 
the right to establish company through international tariffs for the 
carriage Qf goods between Member States without need of prior approval by 
the overseeing authorities. If the Council adopts this proposal, it should 
strengthen the position of the railways on interna~ional markets and thua 
alleviate the strains in some countries due to the volume of transit road 
traffic. 
30. C~~eerati~~ between railways, 
30. 1. Europe's railways have for long coope.rated closely in all areas of 
common interest - particularly the technical and commercial handling of 
internationai traffic. More cooperation is needed in view of technical 
progress and increasing competition from road transport, and to provide 
users with modern, competitive rail ·services 
30.2. To this end, and in accordance with the Council Decision of 20 May 
I 1r/"l tll\ t lw lmprovt'mt'nt: of the situatton of railway undertakings, the Group 
of Nine Community Railways has drawn up short and medium-term action 
programmes; their implementation of these programmes may extend to non-
Community countries of transit and in fact their national railways are 
a L .·ady associated with the work of the UIC 's specialized committees. The 
Austrian and Swiss railways are also represented on enlarged Working 
Groups of the Nine Community Railways. 
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31. Facilitation at frontiers 
It goes without saying that if railway wagons or lorries have to halt a 
long time at frontiers for customs, health or quality inspections, checks 
on the duty-free fuel allowance or for the payment of dues and taxes, this 
impedes the flow of traffic. These hold-ups cause queues and delays which 
affect transit traffic as much as import or· export traffic. Nevertheless, 
transit services are. often covered by customs documents which simplify 
frontier formalities. Customs areas should be laid out in such a way that 
transit veh,icles can pass the frontier more easily and more quickly.' This 
is a matter for governments, who should spare no effort to rationalize 
\ 
customs areas and improve customs procedures at points of departure ano 
destination. 
32. External relations 
32. 1. The proh lem of transit through non-member countries is only one 
aspect of the Community's external relations. ·In order _to maintain and 
develop trade with Eastern and South-Eastern, Europe the South East and 
the M1ddle East and to improve trade within the Community with Italy and 
Greece, suitable solutions to the problem will have to be worked out with 
" ' 
the countries concerned. The increase in intra-Community traffic resulting 
from the accession of Greece makes it more necessary than ever to remove 
obstacles to transit traffic. As the Accession Treaty requires, the 
(',,,mlission is holding negotiations on this point with Austria and Yugoslavia. 
llow~ver, the success of these negotiations largely depends on solving ihe 
;,roblem of financing the infrastructure for transit through the non-member 
countries involved. 
32.2. '-Continued and wider general discussion with non-member countries on 
r:t.:ttters affecting transport sho~ld encourage a climate of cooperation con-
ouci ve to the solving of transit problems. The Commission alt;.:.atly has 
·,, 
vi 
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regular discussions w!th Austria and SWitzerland on common tran'sport 
interests an~ problems. With Austria, the Commission is planning to 
. . 1 
conclude a cooperation agreement which covers all aspects of transport • 
. ., 
Negotiations began with Switz.erland and when the Swiss Government declared 
its intention of levying its own t~x on transit road traffic. 
32.3. "2 The cooperation agreement between the Community and Yugoslavia 
includes clauses'on transport, under wh~ch ways will be sought of improving 
and extending servic~s, implementing specific measures of mutual interest 
and promoting the improvement and development of infrastructures ~or the , 
mutual benefit of the contracting parties. 
1. · COM(80) final, 11.4.1980 and COM (81) 139 final. 
2. Signed in Belgrade on 2.4.1980. 
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IV. ACTION NEEDED 
The list of actions which follows takes account of the Council Decision 
o.f 12 June 1978 and of the remarks made in t·his report; the Coanission 
considers they should be taken in order to facilitate the transit o! 
Community traffic through non-member countries. 
33. Infrastructure 
33.1. -\\Commission action 
(i) Review the bottleneck situation in countries of transit in con-
junction with the similar review of the Community. 
(ii) Continue forward s-tudies of transport' requirements on the main 
transit routes·. 
(iii) Study the main transit routes with an eye to a European solution 
to ~he. problems involved. 
(iv) Develop special liaison procedures regarding transport infra-
structure under the existing information exchange arrangements with 
Austria and Switzerland; with Yugoslavia this should be organized 
in the context of the Cooperation Council. 
33.2. Council Decisions 
(i) Adoption of the amended proposal on financial support for transit 
infrastructures. 
(ii) Adoption of a solution to the problem of a Community contribution 
to the financing of the IKPA motorway in Austria and, in the mor~ 
general framework of transport links with Austria, authorizing the 
Commission to negotiate and later reach decisions on the subject 
(see paragraph 32). 
34. Combine<!_ transport 
34.1~ ~ission action 
Propose directives designed to promote the development of combined transport 
at Corrmunity level and on routes to and from non-Community countries." 
I 
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34.2. Council Decisions 
(i) Swift adoption of the proposal f9r a Council Decision on the opening 
of negotiations for agreements between the EEC and non-member 
countries on arrangements for certain types of international 
combined road/rail carxiage of goods. 
(ii) Adoption of the proposal for a Council Directive on certain measures 
designed to promote the development of combined transport, and 
maintain on a permanent basis the directives on the establishmen~ 
of common rules for c.ertain types of. combined road/rail carriage of 
goods _between Member States as regards containers 20 feet or more 
long and ~wop bodies with9Ut supports. , 
(iii) Adoption of the proposal for a Council Regulation amending 
Regulation No.ll07/70 with a view to supplementing systems of aid 
to rail, road and inland waterway transport by including provisions 
relating to combined transport. 
35. Sea transport 
Commission action 
(i) Look at possible measures .to promote .certain trades - particularly 
in roll-on/roll-off and containerized forms. 
(ii) Make proposals based on these measures..· 
36. Infrastructure charging 
J6.1. Commission action 
(i) Step up negotia~ions with the three non~member countries concerned 
' 
with a view to finding an ad hoc solution to the problem of infra-
structure charging in view of present transit tax arrangements, so 
as to arrive at a solution fair to both sides. 
(ii) Find a comprehensive solution for the countries of Wes~ern Europe 
e.g. by adopting a Community position at meetings of the inter-
n~tional organizations responsible. 
36.2. Council Decision 
(i) Swift adoption of the proposal for a directive on the adjustment of 
• national commercial-vehicle tax systems. 
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37. Weights and dimensions of vehicles 
37.1. Commission action 
Work out a solution satisfactory to the Community .!!!!!. the .three non-member 
countries concerned to the problem of vehicle weights and dimensions~ 
37.2. Council Decision 
Swift adoption of the proposal for a Council Directive on weights and 
certain other features of road haulage vehicles. 
38. ~orking conditions in road tra~spo~~ 
38.1. Commission action 
(i) Continue with its ef~orts to have the AETR Agreement amended to 
bring it into line with Regulation No. 543/69 and to secure the 
accession of the Community to that Agreement. 
(i i) Put up a proposal for the acceptance by the Community of the AETR 
' 
Agreement as so amended. 
. (iii) Approach the non-Community countries concerned which have not yet 
ratified the AETR Agreement with a view to their ratifying it. 
38.2. Council Decision 
Adoption of the proposal for a Co~ncil Decision on the amendment of the 
AETR and the accession of the European Communities to it. 
39. Establishing ~ail tariffs 
Council Decisi~n 
. 
Adoption of the amended proposal for a Council regulation on the establish-
ment of international rail goods rates (company through international 
tariffs). 
40. C~operation between railways 
Commission action 
(i) Contf.nue to promote the short- and medium-term action programmes 
drnwn up by the Group of Nine Railways under the Council Decision of 
20 May 1975 0n improving the situation of railway undertakings. 
• 
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(ii) More liaison with non-Community countries in order to harmonize. 
action in this direction. 
41. Facilitation at Frontiers 
4l.i. Commission action 
z (i) Closer contact with the non-member countries concerned. 
(ii) Work out joint positions for meetings of the international· 
organizations responsible. 
41.2. Council Decisions 
(i) Decision on the _adoption of joint positions. 
(ii) ~doption of the Commission proposal on the duty•free admission of 
fuel. 
(iii) Decisions on the acceptance by the Community of Resolutions of 
international organizations. 
• 42. External relations 
42 •. 1. Commission action 
{i) Proposal for a Council Decision 'on the opening of negotiations with 
Austria with a view to a framework agreement on transport questions, 
in order to solve certain problems of Community transit through 
Austria, particularly. en route to Greece, 'the question of the~ 
infrastructure charging (road tax), the matter of a possible 
financial contribution by the Community to the bui.lding of the IKPA 
motorway in Austria and other transport problems. 
(ii) Efforts, in the context of the negotiations on the protocol amending 
~the cooperation agreement between the Community and Yugoslavia in 
view of the accession of Greece, to arrive at better arrangements 
for transit through Yugoslavia. (Disc·uss·ions at pre:Jen.t under way 
in the Council regarding negotiating directives.) 
(iii) Implementation and amplification of the provisions on transport ir. 
the cooperation agreement between the Community and Yugoslavia, 
once this agreement has come into force. 
• 42.2. Council Decision 
v;•ciAion on the Cotrmission proposals· generated by the abo7e actions. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
43.1. The CommissioR does not consider it possible to take the same line 
towards Austria, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, or· to adopt identical' solutions 
for these three countries at the same time. The reason is that they are 
not equal in terms 9f economic development and of transport-system. 
structure, facilities and equipment. Although they do have some common 
features, in other respects they are by no means ·similar. Furthermore, 
the Community's relations with these countries are not of the same nature. 
Separate solutions should therefore be found to the problems with each, by 
differen~ procedures in some cases. 
43.2. For example, there is a special problem with Austria, since provid-
ing contributions to certain infrastructure schemes is seen as a sine qua 
non. The Commissio~ believes it possible to solve this problem by recom-
mending that the Council decide to make a financial contribution and that 
the amount be negotiated in the light of economic ~ political factors 
. while attempts are made to secure a long-term cooperation agreement by all 
appropriate means.With Switzerland,on the other hand,the time .is not yet ripe • 
for such an approach and there is no question of financial preconditions. 
Solutions should therefore be found to certain specific problems, and not 
necessarily on all points. In the case of Yugoslavia, apart from the 
financial protocol already in force whereby the Yugoslavs may put forward 
transport infrastructure projects for financing, the cooperation agree-
ment- which is not yet in force- provides for.arrangements concerning 
transport which should be examined in detail at the appropriate time. 
Solut~ons shoul~ be sought in this framework. 
43.3. The Commission would stress that any improvement in international 
traffic with these, or other, non-member countries will benefit them and 
the Member States. The Community must clarify and properly define its 
position, if European transport is to flow more smoothly. It is 
particular~y important, therefore, that the Community be seen by those 
countries to have clearly defined positions. To this end the Commission 
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has sent the Council a number of proposals. The importance for improving 
Europe's transport system of adopting these proposals must now be 
acknowledged. The Community will have to take a consistent line in 
international forums like the ECMT and the Economic Commission for 
Europe, where the Member States must present.a common front. With regard 
particularly to the problem of transit, this common front should be 
directed constantly towards the objectives set out in Chapter Ill of this 
report. 
' ' ,.
/' 
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Annex 1 
STATISTICAL TABLES 
. 
Transit through Switzerland, Austria and France 
to and from Italy 
Transit through Switzerland: road/rail 
Carriage· of goods by road between the Federal Republic 
of Germany and Italy and transit through Germany to 
and from Italy 
Carriage of goods by road between the Federal Republic 
of Germany and the countries of SE Europe and transit 
through Germany to and fro~ those countries 
Carriage by rail, road and inland waterway to·and from 
the Federal Republic of Germany 
Transport by sea between Greece and the other Member 
States 
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Introduction 
1. There are not many statistics on transit operations. German sources 
in pa~ticular have been used (a) because they are readily available 
and (b) because of Germany's geographical importance to road-haulage 
0 
transit through Austria. .. 
However, the available statistics leave many questions unanswered. 
With few exceptions it is impossible to 'reconstruct the routes of 
road-haulage operations part of which is by rail or sea .and s-o to 
identify purely inl~nd routes. This is true in particular of roll-on/ 
roll-off traffic between Greece and the Italian ports and for traffic 
with the Near and Middle East (including that to and from Greek ports, 
especially Volos). Comparison of Dutch and German transit statistics 
shows that many of the goods carried by road between the Netherlands 
and the Near and Middle East do not go throu,gh Germany but follow 
other routes, probably via Marseille from where there are several 
roll-on/roll-off lines to the south•eastern Mediterranean and· 
beyond Suez. Sometimes, such goods are exported via the Italian 
ports, although in such cases the traffic does go through Austria. 
2. Tables 1 and 2 give details of transit through Switzerland~ Table 1 
highlights the shift of the major transalpi~e traffic flow to Austria 
and France; Table 2 shows the development of road/rail transport on 
the St. Gotthard route. 
3. Table 3 shows road haulage through Austria by the North South route. 
4. Tables 4 and 5 give details of road haulage through Austria by the 
North-West/South-East route, not including traffic for the Near and 
-Middle East, for which no overall figures are available. Table 5 
(Germany only) also shows transit by rail and the Danube through 
f 
Austria. 
/ 
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5. Table 6 gives details of sea-borne traffic between Greece and the 
other Member States, thus giving an insight into the use of the 
seaways as an alternative to overland routes. 
• 
,_ 
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Transit through Switzerland, Austria and -
·France to and from Italy (1970-1978) 
(million tonnes) 
1970 1978 
" 
Rail Road Total Rail Road Total 
. 
Switzerland 10.4 0.1 10.5 8.8 0.4 9.2 
' ' 
Austria 5.4 2.7. 8.1 6.0 12.3 ' 18.3 
. 
France 5.9 2.3 8. 2. 9.9 7.2 17.1 
Total 21.7 5.1 26.8 24.7 19.9 44.6 
Source: SBB/CFS 
TABLE 2 
Transit through Switzerland 
Road/rail 
Route··· 1978 
Lugano-Germany- 407 
Netherlands 
Italy-Germany- 300 
Netherlands 
TOTAL 707 
SQurce: SBB/CFS 
1979 
418 
493 
911 
3,000 tonnes, gross 
(including vehicles) 
].st half ~980 
? 
232 
f 
367 
I 599 
' / 
FRG 
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TABLE 3 
Carriage of goods by road between the Federal 
Re.public of Germany and Italy, and transit through 
Germany to and from Italy (1978-79) 
,000 t()nnes 
To Italy From Italy Total 
1978 1979 1978 1979 1978 
I 
4.266.4 ~- 710.4 5 029.9 s. 161.0 9 296.3 
Netherlands 704.1 731.9 362.4 344.5 1 066.5 
Denmark 180.0 205.6 134.8 150.3 314.8 
Belgium 82.6 71.2 56.3 51.7 138.9 
United Kingdom 14.3 12.0 19.7 17.1 . 34.0 
France 1.3 2.4 4.9 4.1· 6~2 
Luxembourg 1.1 1.1 2.5 4.6 3.6 
Ireland 
-
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
~ 
' 
TOTAL 5 249.8 5 734.8 5 610.6 5 733.4 10.860.4 
Source: Federal Statistical Office, Wiesbaden. 
1979 
9 "871.4 
1 076.4 
355.9 
122.9 
29.1 
" 
5.5 
5.7 
0.3 
11 ,468.2 
' 
-
From 
Germany 
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·f•• 
... TABLE 4 
Carriage of goods by road between the Fed~ra1 Repub li(:. 
of Germany and the countries of SE Europe and transit 
through Germany tp and from those countries (1978-79) 
000 tonnes 
---
Yea:r Yugoslavia Greece Turkey Hungary Romania Bulgaria 
1978 222.1 171.1 63.6 108.3 20.6 11.4 
1979 258.7 213.5 53.8 126.1 28.8 12.5 
TC'TAL t 
--
597.1 
693.4 
· Nether lands 1978 65.7 30.0 14.4 31.1 7.4 2.1 154.3 
' 1979 62.1 34.9 16.8 31.8 8.6 2.1 156.3 
Be1~ium 1978 32.7 28.3 7.9 23.8 2.1 3.6 98.4 
. 1979 28.·7 26.3 8.2 24.1 2.2 3.5 93.0 
United Kingdom 1978 14.5 9. 2 . 8.6 14.1 1.9 1.4 49.7 ' 
1979 14.5 8.0 7.5 13.2 2.1 1.3 ' , ... 6.6 
France 1978 7.9 3.4 6.8 9.8 9.4' 3.9 41.2 
. 
1979 6.4 3.0 5.9 11.1 8.1 4.1 38.6 
Denmark 1978 .3.3 3.2 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.3 8.5 
1979 6.1 10.3 0.6 0.6 1.9 2.4 21.9 
--
TOTAL 1978 246.2 245.2 102.2 187.8 41.5 22.7 94.9.2 
1979 376.5 296.0 92r8 206.9 51.7 25.9 1. t•49. 8 
-
·-
To Year Yugoslavia Greece Turkey Hun'gary Romania Bulgaria J.·)TAL 
-'·.Ge~any 1978 '203. 3 343.2 66.0 198.1 3').3 62.1 912.0 
1979 237.2 321.0 63.5 246.3 38.0 69.9 975.9 
Nethet:lands 1978 43.4 28.8 8.5 45.2 12.0 10.2 148.1 
1979 43.2 36.8 7.1 48.3 12.5 10.9 158.8 
Belgium 1978 24.8 '15. 5 12.0 20.4 t+. 3 3.7 - 80.7 
1979 24.1 14.4 7.1 21.0 •+. 3 4.0 74.9 
United KingdQm 1978 14.7 9.9 -10.6 9.4 3.4 2.5 50.') 
1979 13.8 8.9 8.1 12.5 4.6 2.7 50.6 
-France 1978 9.0 5.5 8.1 10.1 13.2 3.2 <',9.1 
' 1979 11.1 2.7 5.6 12.8 13. (' 4.0 50.0 
Denmark 1978 2.7 4.9 0.3 1.0 0 ') . . ... 2.3 11.4 
~ '1979 3.1 5.6 0.5 2.0 0.4 2.2 13.8· 
---~, .. ---~ 
J_ 
TOTAL 1978 297.9 407.8 105.5 28"-.2 72.4 • 84 ) 1 i 'j ... 8 
1979 332.5 389.4 91.9 342.9 73.(• I 93.7 1 3"' j~. 0 
' 
TOTAL 1978 653.0 644.1 -;;.7 ~;;.;- ~·· ;-1"7~:-:-· i~-;~l ; I 
From and to 1979 709.0 685.4 184.7 549.8 1 1 .' 1 1,t' 6 i 2 ~:-3 .. 8 . 
-- ~"~:"~ ~-=- .. ~=" ~-=--~ ~~ .. ~ 
Source: Fed. Stat. Offic~. Wiesbaden. 
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Transport by sea between Greece 
and the other Member States (1977) 
TABLE 6 
000 tonnes 
'. 
.. 
To Greece From Greece Total 
All Of which All of All 
of 
goods oil goods which goods which 
- oil oil 
Germany 182 3 137 34 319 37 
' 
France 579 163: 349 77 928 240 
' 
Italy 2 149 1 345 1 517 913 3 666 2 258 
Netherlands 415 55 882 79 ·:. 297 134 
Belgium 526 12 96 5 622 17 
United Kingdom 358 36 405 63 763 99 
Ireland • • . • . . . • • . . • . 
Denmark 12 . 93 . 105 .. • • • 
'roTAL * 4 221 ~ 1 614 3 479 1 171 7. 700 2 78S 
I * Not including Ireland; not including oil in the case of Den~ark. 
S~urcel Statistical Office of the European Cmmnunities • 
. ,. 
I 
.. 
' 
' 
J 
/ 
' 
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Community legislation ~nd proposals for legislati~n affecting transit 
operations. 
Infrastructure measures 
Council Decision of 28 February 1966 institutihg a procedure for consulta· 
tion in respect of transport infrastructure investment 
Council Decision of 20 February 1978 instituting a consultation procedure 
and setting up a committee'in the field of transport infrastructure 
Proposal for a Council Regulation on support for projects of Community 
interest in transport infrastructure, extended to projects in non-
Community countries. 
Measures relating to frontier crossing~ 
Council Directive of 19 July 1968 concerning the standardization of 
provisions regarding the duty-free admission of fuel contained in the 
fuel-tanks of commerc.ial vehicles 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending the above Pirective 
Agreement of 23 January 1962 on certain measures to facilitate customs 
clearance of products covered by the ECSC Treaty carried by rail 
Tax measures 
Proposal for a 'first Council Directive concerning the adjustment of 
national systems of commercial vehicle taxation. 
Combined transport measures 
Council Directive of 17 February 1975 on the establishment of common rules 
for certain types of combined road/rail carriage of goods between Member 
States, as amended by th~ Directive of 19 December 1978 (79/5/EEC) 
Proposa.t for a Council Decision on the opening of negotiations for an 
agreement between th(' European Economic Community and third countries on 
the system applicable ~o certain type~ of int~rnational combined road/rail 
transport of goods 
Proposal for a Council Directive on certain measures to promote the develop• 
ment of combined transport 
Proi osal fo:r a Cound.! Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) No.l107T70 
l·7ith a view to supr 1.ementing the system for the granting of aids for transport . '4 
• 41 
by rail, road and inland waterway by the addition of provisions on 
combined transport 
Technical mea~ures 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the weights and dimensions of commercial 
road vehicles and on certain additional technical conditions concerning such 
vehicles 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the weights and certain other character-
istics (not including dimensions) of road vehicles used for the carriage 
of goods 
I 
Measures relating to free movement and access to the market 
First Council Directive of 23 July 1962 on the establishment of common 
rules for certain types of carriage of goods by road between Member States, 
as amended by the Directives of 19 December 1972, 4 March 1974, 14 February 
1977, 20 February 1978 and 20 December 1979 
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 117/66 of 28 July 1966 on the introduction of 
J common rules for the international carriage of passengers by coach and bus 
.. 
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 516/72 of 28 February 1972 on the establish-
ment of common rules for shuttle services by coach and bus between Member 
States, as amended by the Regulation of 23 November 1978 
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 517/72 of 28 Februdry 1972 on the introduction 
of common rules for: regular and special regular s·ervices by coach and bus 
between Member States, as amended by the Regulations of 20 December 1977 
and 12 June 1978 / 
Council Decision of 15 October 1975 authorizing the Commission to negotiate 
an Agreement between the European Economic Community and ·non-member 
countries on the rules applicable to the international ·carriage of passengers 
by coach and bus, supplemented by the Council Decision of 15 March 1976 
Council Decision of 15 OCtober 1975 laying down the negotiating directives 
for an Agreement between the European Economic ·Community and non~ember 
countries on the rules applicable to the international er· ~·iage o£ 
passengers by coach and bus, as amended by the Council Decision of 
20 February 1978 · _.' 
- 42 -
Communication from the Commission to the Council concerning the negotiation 
of an Ag:rf;'•-:men t bet't-leen the European Economic Community and non-member 
• 
countries on thP rules applicable to the international carriage of passengers 
by coach and bus, containing a proposal for a Council Decision clarifying 
and supplementing the characteristics of the agreement which the Commission 
was authorized tc, U.ate by the Council Decision of 15 October 1975; the 
agreement has been initialled by the parties 
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the· adjustment of capacity for the 
ca,rriage of goods by road for hire or reward between MemQer States 
Measures concerning __ ~ 
Agreement of 21 M~ch 1955 between the Governments of the Member States of 
the European Coal and _Ste~l Community meeting within the Council on the 
establishment of through international rail tariffs 
Agreement of. 28 July 1~56 on the introd4ction of through international rail• . 
way tariffs for the carriage of coal and steel through Swiss territory 
· -Agreement of f6 July 1957 between the Austrian Federal Government of the 
one part_, and the -...Go"ernments of the Member St4_tes of the- European Coal 
and Steel CQmmunity and the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel 
Community of the other part, on the introduction of through international 
railway taritfs for the carriage of coal and ste~l through the territory 
' 
of the Republic of Austria. 
Social measures 
Copncil Regulation (EEC) No. 543/69 of 25 March 1969 on the harmonization 
of certain social legislati~ relating to road transport, as amended on · 
several occasions. A codified version of the Regulation was published in 
OJ C 73 of 17 March 1979 
,. 
\ 
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Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1463/70 of 20 July 1970 on the introduction 
of recording equipment ~n road transport, as last amended by Regulat·ion 
(EEC) No. 2828/77 of 12 December 1978 . 
* 
* * 
Resolution of the European Parliament on the problems of ~ransport 
infrastructure in the C~unity (OJ 79 of l6 December 1960, p. 493) 
Resolutions~on the tmprovement of traffic infrastructure across the 
Alps (OJ C 49 of 28 June 1973, P•. 12) 
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I ' 
EXTRACT FROM mE RECORD OF THE DEBATE OF THE EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT ON 24 SEPTEMBER 1979 
~rans~t traffic in the· Alpine region 
President 
The next item is the Oral Question with debate (Doe. 1-296/79) by Mr. Seefeld, 
. Mr. Albers, Mr. Gabert, Mr. Gatto, Mr. Key, Mr. Klinkenborg and Mr. Loo, 
to the Commission: 
Subject: European sol~tions to the problems of transit traffic in ~lpine 
region 
In the resol~tion it adopted on 16 Janyary 1979 on the basis of a report 
by its Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, the 
European Parliament urged tbatpriority be given to· the following transport 
policy objectives iihic~: are of immediate importance: · 
improvement of the situation of transit traffic through Austria and 
Switzerland, in particular by allocating road .costs fairly, improving 
infrastructures and encouraging combined transport methods, 
On 17 June 1978 the Council of EEC Transport Minfst.ers adopted a statement 
on the Austrian road traffic tax in which it noted: 
"that the Commission wi 11 follow up·~ from the point of view of transit and 
in accordance with Community legisl.~ion and, policy trends, in the field 
ff 
of infrastructure and market organi~ation, the basic problems which arise 
in reiation to 'other third countrief. too, will contribute to developing 
. ' 
satisfac::ory solutions at the Eur~~an level and will report back to the 
Council on possible action to be .taken by the Community. •t 
f • 
' .. ' 
; ~ . 
I 
., 
"!Jl ,J_,'IJ . . '"' ~# ~. --5 ~.L :.~·.,._ 1-t .. ' '-·~ _.-.,. 
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" 1. ~hat ap:eciHc steps has the Ctm'mlissiort taken so far iv orde.r to 
.comply wit:h the European !'a" J.iam~'nt 'r. requl!st and propose how the Community 
might contribute to the development of EUTOJ,)etan solutions to the :r-n:o'blem 
of ensuring smooth tr~nsit for road and t'!tl.ci.f t:ra.ffic thro;.lgh the Alpine 
x·egion1 
'.:. 
': . 
2. Is it a't\1are the Greek accesaion to th~ --~~nity ·will ex-a~e:rbate the 
' ' ' •, ,, :-
problems of traffic inf_rastructure i.r.t the Al:pine region n(bottlenecks, an 
increase in the accident .rate ;and"datit~g~ .. :to;. the environment), .atlq that· 
• , • ' ' < • _·, .: ' , • ··~ -~.";~~~~-. ~ ·"·~ 
similar problems of trao.sit -traffic tprougn' ·Yugos~avia will also have to 
be cotlsidered? '. 
3. What form of cooperation.in the .. traffic sector does the Commission 
envisage with Austria, Switzerland and· Yugoslavia to ensure the smoothest 
possible traffic How between the various Meinber States of 'the Comt'itunity 
and hence to promote trade? 
4. Does it recognise that flrst',and.fcremostt such cooperation must 
include the planning 1 extension ·and· fund.~ng of the traffic infrastructure 
and al'so cove.r ques tf.ons of. taxation~- transit authorizations, the 
encouragement of combined transport.and of commercial and technical 
cooperation betw~en r~ilway urid~rtakirfgs and, finally, a relaxati.on of 
.f • • f 
frontie-r formalities? 
5. When does the Conuni.sfJion inte'nd to submit the report referred to in 
the above-mention~d Council statement? C n it.indieate the broad outlines 
of the propoa~d measures? 
Mr. Seefeld has agre~d to eut short his sp~~kin~ time. I would ask_all 
speakers to do likewise. 
I call Mr. Seefeld. 
. -~ . 
. ' . ,} 
limit myself to one or two comments. 
' . .' :·.·.: -~-;' ~-~:·, ·_ , 
-~ :_ ' :;~.~,:\!:~ '-..:·"-~ ~ ' ' 
fo't' ,_.t~e~s·~· of my colleagues ! will 
'~1.. ,..., • ·; ... ..,. " . 
yo,,{tid~e·- -the text of the question 
: * .•.• 
Mr. Seefel<!, (D) 
\1 
Mr. President, in order to b~ brief 
before you. Unfortunately, I must begin··:oY'-s_aying that' there is still no 
/uniform transport policy in the European CQmmun~ties and it is for this 
reason, among others, that we m~JS t ask a number of ques ti.ons to the . 
·commission as to why no'solution has been foutt.d to the-prob-lems of transit 
traffic in the Alpine region. 
It is quite clear that the European C~~tti~s- cannot pretend to be' 
' 
unaffected by the problems facing Austria~and Switzerland, despite the 
fact that they are third countries. In·'is~d~~:t:o reach Italy, a Cormnunity 
- couritry., by r_oad or -rail it is necessary t'O- ~o through Switzerland or 
Austria. It was for this reason that laiH year w~ passed a resolution in· · 
this House, .concerning the 'improvement of: the situation of. transi.t traffic 
through Austria and Switzerland, and we also declared that this should be 
achieved by allocating 1·oad cos cs fairly, improving in .Eras true tu res and 
' 
encouraging combined transport methods. Last year the Council of EEC 
Transport Ministers conside1:ed this question, a.nd in June 1978 decided 
that the Connnission ahonld follow up; in the field of infrastructure and 
' 
market organizr1t:lo.1, the basic pl'oblems which arise in relation to other 
third countries, 7he Cvmmission has been given the ta-sk of contributing 
to the developm~nt of a satisfactory solution at the European level, so 
• 
that the prob letns of these countries can be included in an overa 11 European 
transport scheme.· The c~~~ission is then to submit proposals on possible 
initiatives to the Council. 
Last year Austria attracted considerable attention with its tax prograw__me~ 
In the European Communities the question arose as to ""ihich measures we 
could take to prevent any hindrance to traffic between the Community 
countries concerned. 
\ . 
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We muet~.aho consider !:he future~ because from 1981 on\\rards Greece 't·:tll be 
e. member of. the Communities, and ·trsfflc betw.:•en Greece and the nine 
preaent members . in both directions must pa.ss not only thr:·ough {\.cstria but 
.also through Yugoslavia. Therefore, 1.n our opini.on,.close cooperation is 
necessary between the Communities and these countries of transit. We also 
feel that we have the ohligation to help the transit countries to cope 
with the traffic flows resulting fr~m: their geog1·aphical situation. 
For this reason, some of my colleagues in the Committee on Transport s.nd 
'. 
,I have asked the Commission today to answer our five ques ttons. tn 
essence, Mr. President$ our maln .conce-rn is to ensure awareness of the· 
problems of t:r.ans:tt traffic and to llSeertain the extent to wht-chthi:r.d 
countries are able to cope with them, because traT;•si.t through Austria, 
Switzerland and in fu-ture Yugoslavia ·is 'importairt for intra-Community 
traffic. · This b:tiefly exp tains why "~>re ba,re put forward this question and 
' I hope, M-r. President, that you fin.d my rea13ons satisfa-ctory. 
President ~ I call Mr. Burke. 
, ::r-
• 
Mr. Burke·~ Member of the Com.mise ion •. 
' Mr. President, the -question put: to the Commission raises all the difficulties 
encountered by transit traffic ~tioss certain third countries, difficulties 
which will become more acute as s result of Greek membership. The question 
stresses in part:f.cular the difficulties encountered in the Alpine regions, 
/ 
on the North-South and North-We~t, South-East axes. The improvement of 
transit traffic across Austria, Yugoslavia and Switzerland is one of the 
Commission's major ~re·oc~upations in the area of transport policy. It 
involves the development of.a multi-lateral solution going beyond the 
Community framework and taking account of the interests both_of the transit 
countries and of the countries which require the transit. 
The guidelines of our common t_ransport _policy as defined by the Commission 
in its memorandum to the Council of October 1973, and by the report 
presented recently by Mr. Seefeld on behalf of the COmmittee on Transport, 
poi:ltuJ.et:e thz uetth:;. 1..1" oi a coherent and _open transport system taking 
account of Ccm~unity transi~ traffic acros~ third countries. At the 
present time attention is concentrated on.Austria and on road transport 
aspects because of the particularly acute situation caused in that 
country by the introduction of a tax on road transport of goods •• 
Now, with regard to the five questions asked, ,I would briefly reply as 
follows: Firet, the Commission is actively participating in the search 
for. a solution in the internat.ional organization concerned, notably the 
European Conference of Transport Ministers and the Economic Commission 
for Europe in Geneva. Furthermore, it has taken a series of initiatives 
in the framework of the common transport policy which would·help to 
reduce the current difficulties, ~n addition the Commission has launched 
a study on bottlenecks in the transport sector, a study which is not 
limited to the Community territory. The Commission notes with regret 
that, in spite of its initiatives, very few concrete measures have been 
adopted. In particular, important proposals such as that·relating to the 
financing of transport infrastructure of Community interest, or ta the 
harmonization of the structure of taxes on commercial vehicles, have not 
yet been adopted by the Council. 
Secondly, the accession of Greece to the Community poses the transit 
problem directly. Dur~ng the course of the negotiations it was agreed 
that, on the signature of the instrument of accession, the Commission 
would undertake exploratory conversations with Yugoslavia and Au~tria 
concerning the system applicable to international road transport of goods 
in order to seek the means, if necessary by the conclusions of agreements, 
which would permit the application to traffic originating in or d.estined 
for,Greece of the measures applicable to traffic between.the Member States. 
Th~ Commission's services have already had discussions with an Austrian 
delegation~ and similar contacts with the Yugoslavian delegation will soon 
take place. These discussions may be followed by negotiations. In its 
studies programme for 1980 the Commission has provided for. a substantial 
appropriation in order to undertake a study which would permit the 
• 
,. 
• 
,(1 .. t )4 ,S_J( 
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identification on the basis of an impl·o,red knowledge of the traffic, ·of 
the infrastructure needs of the new Member States. The Commission. counts 
on the support of Parliament for the en try of this appropriation, in the 
budget in order to permit the proposed study programme to be carried out. 
Thirdly, in the area of cooperation with the three mai~ tra~sit third 
countries, I should point out that the cooperation agreement between the 
Community and Yugoslavia, which we hop~ will be concluded in the relatively. 
near f~ure~ includes·a transport section with clauses relating to transit, 
particularly to the development of transp'ort infrastructures. In 1975 the 
COmmission submitted a proposal to the Council on the opening of 
. ' ' 
negotiations tor an agreement between the Community and third countries 
concerning the rules applica;b.le .in the .o'lrea of access to the market for 
certain combined' rail/road international goods transport. This proposal 
is still before the c·ounci 1. 
In addition, the Commission is now preparing an overall plan for promoting 
a substantial development of c~bined transport by acfions covering the 
fields· of infrastructure, equipment ar,.d commercial operation •. The 
Commission envisages submitting proposals in this connection to the Council 
before the end of this year, and once a consensus emerges at Community 
level, it will propose the conclusion of an agreement with third co~ntries, 
particularly Switzerlan~ and Austria, in order to ensure effective 
collabor~tion with these countries. 
Finally on this point, it may be possible, on the basis of general 
~ 
exchanges of vJ.ew. with third countries on trat_!.sport matters, to develop 
cooperation. in such a way as to help solve the problems facing us. 
Fourthly, the Cormnission shares the conviction of the authors of the 
question that this cooperation must extend to the areas cited in point 4 
of the <JUestion. This is the aim of the studies on which it is 'engaged 
and the initiatives which it proposes to take. 
And I would t'ike to stress the following matter. Where infrastructure 
;• 
financing - which is central to any effective policy, is concerned the 
\ ' 
.. 50 .. 
Commission has put forwa ·d an appropriate system in its proposal for a 
regulation on financial aid for projects of Community interest. The 
geographical~field of application of this regulation is limited to 
/ . 
Community territory. Greek access,ion and the need to ensure ease of move• 
ment of a growing transit traffic of Community interest across the Alpine · 
countries are considerations which would plead in favour of an extension 
of the field of application of this directive to certain projects of 
Community interest outside the Community borders. Fiscal harmonization 
also constitutes a positive factor in the improvement of transit. This is 
why the Commission attaches considerable importance to the adoption ~y the 
Council of the first directive on the harmonization of taxes on c~ercial 
vehicles, which represent a first step towards a common system of infra• 
structure charging - a system in which many neighbouring third countries 
have .expressed an interest. 
Fifthly, in spite of the difficulties arising from·staff shortage, to which 
Mr. Seefeld drew the Parliament's attention in his recent report, the 
Commission wishes to complete the report mentioned in the Council declara-
tion of 12 June 1978, early next year, taking account of the number and 
complexity of the elements which \t must contain. We rely heavily on the 
European Parliament to bring to fruition the initiatives which we have 
taken, and have yet to take; with a view to resolving the problems created 
for Community transport by transit across third countries, Thank you 
Mr. President. 
I) 
0 
0 0 
The other speakers in the debate - ~r. Gabert, Mr. Fuchs, Mr. Carossino, 
Mr. Baud is and Mr. Col~eselli - all.':l:!tressed the importance and need for 
Community action in the transit ·se,etor.' This action depends upon 
'' substantial progress with the common transport policy. 
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